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You’re not alone. In fact, over 60 million Americans suffer 
from acne1 and unfortunately, many have had difficulty 
finding a treatment that works.

You may have tried manual exfoliants, harsh chemical peels, 
over-the-counter cleansers or oral medications for persistent 
acne, and you are still frustrated with breakouts.

Are You Frustrated With Acne &
Wish You Had Clear, Healthy Skin?

Now There’s a Breakthrough, Painless 
Acne Laser Treatment Called Isôlaz™
Recently, the FDA cleared a new treatment for acne called 
Isōlaz Acne Deep Pore Laser Therapy.

Rated among the 3 hottest products at the 2007 American
Academy of Dermatology conference, Isôlaz™ uses a 
breakthrough technology called Photopneumatics™ to
purify your pores from the inside out.

No matter your age or skin type, Isôlaz™ deep pore 
purification is a revolutionary way to help you have a 
radiant, clear complexion.

1 Acne-resource.org, American Dermatologist Association
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Acne, Skin Rejuvenation, Hair Removal Therapy
All with Deep Pore-Purification™

Ask About This Revolutionary
Painless Acne Laser Therapy Today
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Isôlaz™ is Changing Lives!
Imagine waking up with clear, radiant skin - free from acne,
red and brown spots, sun damage, and unwanted hair.
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Acne Therapy

How Isôlaz™  Works

Purify your pores
from the inside.

Why Isôlaz™ Acne Therapy?
• Isôlaz™ clinical studies show immediate results within
  24-48 hours, including reduced redness and immediate
  drying/flattening of the blemish

• People who have tried Isôlaz™ have reported a visible
  reduction in pore size, improved skin tone and texture
  for a younger, healthier looking complexion

• Isôlaz™ deep pore-purification™ therapy helps jump-start 
  acne treatments by helping your skin absorb topical 
  medicines and moisturizers better

• Isôlaz™ can help remove red, brown spots and tiny broken
  capillaries sometimes associated with rosacea

Isôlaz™ controls acne at the
source by providing a unique
combination of vacuum and a
painless laser that helps clear
existing acne while helping
prevent future breakouts.

Isôlaz™ Helps Remove Blackheads, Oils, and Debris

Place Activate Treat Clear

During an Isôlaz™
treatment the 
hand-piece is 
placed on the skin

A vacuum gently
lifts the acne
impurities closer 
to the skin’s 
surface. You may 
even find your 
pores cleansed of 
blackheads and
whiteheads as your
pores are purified.

In a fraction of a 
second, a painless
laser helps destroy
the acne, sloughing
the oils and dead
skin cells away.
The sebaceous 
glands may shrink 
reducing the 
production of oils.

Your skin is left
healthier, clearer,
and cleaner. Pores
may also reduce
in size and many
patients have 
found their skin 
feels tighter and 
has a healthy 
radiant glow.

80x mag.

Isôlaz™ is the world’s only aesthetic technology that combines 
vacuum with a painless laser
• Vacuum: Helps loosen & extract dirt, blackheads & excess 
   oil from deep within your pores
• Painless Laser: Helps destroy acne-causing bacteria, uneven 
   skin tone, sun damaged skin, facial redness, veins and
   unwanted hair

0nly Therapy That Combines Vacuum With 
A Painless Laser To Deep Purify Your Pores

During Your Isôlaz™  Treatment
Before: Your skin will be hydrated with a soothing mist 
before applying the Isôlaz™ tip. Since the treatment is painless 
you won’t need pre-numbing!

During: When the Isôlaz™ tip is placed on your skin, you will 
feel a painless, warm sensation. The process is repeated over 
the entire treatment area. In a recent clinical study, 100% of 
patients reported no pain during treatment. Treatment 
sensation was most commonly described as being similar to 
that of a warm massage. 

After: There are no post-treatment regimes associated with 
Isôlaz™ therapy. Once your treatment is complete, you are 
free to resume your normal activities and you can apply 
make up immediately.  In fact, you may find that your skin 
takes on a healthy glow and feels cleaner right away.

Isôlaz™ Also Purifies 
Your Pores
The Isôlaz™ vacuum applies 
gentle pressure on your pores 
while the painless laser helps 
destroy the acne causing 
bacteria. This helps soften and 
remove blackheads, dead cells 
and other debris from deep in 
your pores resulting in radiant, 
clear skin that is purified from 
the inside out.
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